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Introduction
§ With an astounding growth in automobile ownership, a series of transportrelated problems appear in urban cities worldwide.
§ Traffic congestion and air pollution severely impacted both the economy and
the environment.
§ Two effective axes have been introduced: using clean energy powered vehicles
and providing ride-sharing services.
§ DARP is a fleet of vehicles provides shared-ride services to users specifying
their origin, destination, and preferred arrival time [1].
§ No significant has been done on the DARP with electric autonomous vehicles

Meta-heuristic
Bi-directional insertion algorithm
We design a bi-directional insertion algorithm to determine the position of recharging stations if we
have got battery-infeasible solution. The pseudo-code is shown as below.

Modelling
Reduce neighborhood size

In the local search process, the
neighborhood is searched by using
different operators. As we iterate the
meta-heuristic thousands of times to
find high-quality solutions, the size
of the neighborhood has a direct
impact on computational efficiency.
Three technic are used to recuce
the neighborhood size: time window
tightening, arc elimination, customer
correlation measure [2].
Features of problem:
Detours to recharging stations
Partial charging at the recharging stations
Vehicle can locate at different origin depots
Vehicle select from optimal destination depots
No restriction for route duration

Meta-heuristic

Results and Future Work
Meta-heuristic performance
We use three set of instances to conduct experiments: adapted Cordeau instances[3], adapted Uber
instances, and we newly introduce the adapted Ropke instances [4] to conduct large-scale experiments.

Parameter adjusting and design decision

Deterministic Annealing local search algorithm

Algorithm performance

We have compared our results with the best-known solutions of the exact model. the average solution
gap between our algorithm results and the reported exact results is only 0.58%. Surprisingly, three
new best solutions have been found
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Conclusion:

Future work
The E-ADARP might be improved to take
into
account
more
real-life
characteristics, such as time-dependent
travel times. The objective functions may
consider users’ convenience with less
waiting times which may conflicting with
the
global
financial
optimization.
Operators of our DA meta-heuristic may
be extended to consider additional
constraints

